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Abstract
SU(2)L doublet Higgs fields are unified with gauge fields in the U(3)s × U(3)w
model of Antoniadis, Benakli and Quiro´s’ on the orbifoldM4×(T 2/Z2). The effective
potential for the Higgs fields (the Wilson line phases) is evaluated. The electroweak
symmetry is dynamically broken to U(1)EM by the Hosotani mechanism. There
appear light Higgs particles. There is a phase transition as the moduli parameter of
the complex structure of T 2 is varied.
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Gauge fields and Higgs scalar fields in four dimensions are unified in gauge theory in
higher dimensions. In particular, gauge theory defined in spacetime with orbifold extra di-
mensions has recently attracted much attention in constructing phenomenological models.
The idea of unifying Higgs scalar fields with gauge fields was first put forward by
Manton and Fairlie.[1] Manton considered SU(3), O(5) and G2 gauge theory on M
4 × S2,
supposing that field strengths on S2 are nonvanishing in such a way that gauge symmetry
breaks down to the electroweak SU(2)L×U(1)Y . Extra-dimensional components of gauge
fields of the broken part of the symmetry are the Weinberg-Salam Higgs fields. Higher
energy density resulting from nonvanishing field strengths on S2, however, leads to the
instability of the background configuration. The stabilization of states with nonvanishing
flux by quantum effects has been discussed.[2]
The problem of the instability is more naturally solved by considering gauge theory
on non-simply connected space. It was shown [3, 4] that quantum dynamics of Wilson
line phases can induce gauge symmetry breaking. In particular it was proposed to identify
adjoint Higgs fields in grand unified theory (GUT) with extra-dimensional components of
gauge fields, which dynamically induces the symmetry breaking such as SU(5)→ SU(3)c×
SU(2)L × U(1)Y .
Significant progress along this line has been made recently by constructing gauge theory
on orbifolds.[5]-[16] In gauge theory on orbifolds, boundary conditions imposed at fixed
points on orbifolds incorporate a new way of gauge symmetry breaking. With this orbifold
symmetry breaking some of light modes in the Kaluza-Klein tower expansion of fields are
eliminated from the spectrum at low energies so that chiral fermions in four dimensions
naturally emerge. Furthermore, GUT on orbifolds can provide an elegant solution to
the triplet-doublet mass splitting problem of the Higgs fields [8] and the gauge hierarchy
problem.[6] There is an attempt to unify all of the gauge fields, Higgs fields and quarks
and leptons as well.[12]
In gauge theory on an orbifold, boundary conditions given at the fixed points of the
orbifold play an important role. This advantage, however, also implies indeterminacy in
theory, namely the arbitrariness problem of boundary conditions.[14] It is desirable to show
how a particular set of boundary conditions is chosen naturally or dynamically.
It has been known that in gauge theory on non-simply connected space, different sets
of boundary conditions can be physically equivalent by the Hosotani mechanism.[4] It was
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shown in ref. [13] that there are equivalence relations among different sets of boundary
conditions in gauge theory on orbifolds as well. In each equivalence class of boundary
conditions, physics is independent of boundary conditions imposed. The physical symmetry
is determined by the dynamics of surviving Wilson line phases. Thus the arbitrariness
problem of boundary conditions is partly solved.
Dynamics of Wilson line phases are very important in the gauge-Higgs unification in the
electroweak theory.[10, 13] In 2001, Antoniadis, Benakli and Quiro´s proposed an intriguing
model of electroweak interactions.[7] U(3)s×U(3)w gauge theory is defined onM4×(T 2/Z2).
In this model the weak gauge symmetry U(3)w ≃ SU(3)w×U(1)w is broken, by the orbifold
boundary conditions, to SU(2)L×U(1)w′ ×U(1)w. The strong group U(3)s is decomposed
as SU(3)c×U(1)s. Quarks and leptons are introduced such that among three U(1) groups
only one combination, U(1)Y , is free from anomalies, while the gauge fields of the other two
U(1)’s become massive by the Green-Schwarz mechanism. Thus the surviving symmetry
at the orbifold scale is SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y .
An amusing feature of this model is that a part of the extra-dimensional components
of SU(3)w gauge fields become SU(2)L doublet Higgs fields in four dimensions. They are
massless at the tree level. They may acquire nonvanishing vacuum expectation values at
the one loop level, thus breaking the electroweak symmetry to U(1)EM . At the same time
they acquire nonvanishing masses. These points were left unsettled in the original paper
by Antoniadis et al. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the effective potential for the
Higgs fields (the Wilson line phases) and examine the resultant spectrum. We find below
that physics depends on the matter content and also the moduli parameter of the complex
structure of T 2. We will observe that light Higgs particles appear.
The model is defined on M4 × (T 2/Z2). Let xµ (µ = 0, · · · , 3) and ~y = (y1, y2) be
coordinates of M4 and T 2, respectively. Loop translations along the ya axis is given by
~y → ~y +~la where ~l1 = (2πR1, 0) and ~l2 = (0, 2πR2). The metric of T 2 is given by
gij =
(
1 cos θ
cos θ 1
)
, (1)
where θ is the angle between the directions of the y1 and y2 axes. The orbifold T 2/Z2 is
obtained by the Z2 orbifolding, namely identifying ~y with −~y. The Z2 orbifolding yields
four fixed points on T 2/Z2; ~z0 = ~0, ~z1 =
1
2
~l1, ~z2 =
1
2
~l2, and ~z3 =
1
2
(~l1 +~l2).
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The Lagrangian density must be single-valued; L(x, ~y + ~la) = L(x, ~y) (a = 1, 2) and
L(x, ~zj − ~y) = L(x, ~zj + ~y) (j = 0, · · · , 3). However, this does not imply that fields are
single-valued. Instead, it is sufficient for gauge fields, for instance, to satisfy [16]
AM(x, ~y +~la) = UaAM (x, ~y)U
†
a , (a = 1, 2)(
Aµ
AyI
)
(x, ~zi − ~y) = Pi
(
Aµ
−AyI
)
(x, ~zi + ~y)P
†
i , (i = 0, · · · , 3) (2)
where U †a = U
−1
a and P
†
i = Pi = P
−1
i . The commutativity of two independent loop
translations demands U1U2 = U2U1. Not all of Ua and Pi are independent; Ua = P0Pa and
P3 = P2P0P1 = P1P0P2.
Let gs and g be gauge coupling constants for the groups U(3)s and U(3)w, respectively.
The boundary conditions are given by
P0 = P1 = P2 = 13×3 ⊗


−1
−1
+1

 . (3)
Note that U1 = U2 = 13×3 ⊗ 13×3, that is, gauge fields are periodic on T 2. With the given
boundary conditions SU(3)w symmetry breaks down to SU(2)L × U(1)w′ at the classical
level. There are zero modes of AyI , Wilson line phases, on T
2. They are
AyI =
1√
2

 ΦI
Φ†I

 (I = 1, 2) . (4)
Φ1 and Φ2 are SU(2)L doublets. At the tree level the Lagrangian density for the zero-modes
of ΦI is given by
Ltree(Φ1,Φ2) = gjk(DµΦj)†(DµΦk)− Vtree(Φ1,Φ2)
Vtree =
g2
2 sin2 θ
{
Φ†1Φ1 · Φ†2Φ2 + Φ†2Φ1 · Φ†1Φ2 − (Φ†2Φ1)2 − (Φ†1Φ2)2
}
, (5)
which has flat directions for Φ1 = γΦ2 (γ: real), corresponding to the vanishing field
strength Fy1y2 = 0. The potential Vtree does not have the custodial symmetry.
On T 2/Z2 fermions satisfy
ψ(x, ~zj − ~y) = ηj T [Pj] (iΓ4Γ5)ψ(x, ~zj + ~y) (j = 0, 1, 2, 3) (6)
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Here T [Pj] stands for an appropriate representation matrix under the gauge group asso-
ciated with Pj. If ψ belongs to the fundamental representation, T [Pj]ψ = Pjψ. ηj = ±1
and η3 = η0η1η2. {Γa; (a = 0 ∼ 5)} are six dimensional 8 × 8 Dirac’s matrices. Four-
and six-dimensional chiral operators are given by Γ4c = iΓ0 · · ·Γ3 and Γ6c = iΓ4cΓ4Γ5,
respectively.
Quarks and leptons are introduced in such a way that only one combination of three
U(1)’s remains free from anomaly.[7] They come in as six-dimensional (6D) Weyl fermions.
Three families of fermions are introduced as
L1,2,3 = (1, 3)
+ , Dc1,2,3 = (3¯, 1)
+ ,
Q1 = (3, 3¯)
+ , Q2 = (3, 3¯)
− , Q3 = (3¯, 3)
− (7)
where (ns,nw)
ǫ stands for a fermion with 6D chirality ǫ = ± in the representations ns
and nw of U(3)s and U(3)w, respectively. Each 6D Weyl fermion is decomposed into
4D left-handed (L) and right-handed (R) fermions. L1 in (7), for instance, consists of
L1L = (νL, eL, e˜L) and L1R = (ν˜R, e˜R, eR). Among them νL, eL and eR have zero modes,
whereas ν˜R, e˜L and e˜R do not. Let Qc, Qw, and Qw′ be appropriately normalized charges
of U(1)c, U(1)w, and U(1)w′. It has been shown in ref. [7] that with the assignment (7),
the charge QY = −13Qc − 23Qw + 16Qw′ is anomaly free. QY is the weak hypercharge. The
resultant theory at low energies is exactly the standard Weinberg-Salam theory of massless
quarks and leptons with two Higgs doublets. The weak hypercharge coupling gY is given
by g−2Y = 3g
−2+ 2
3
g−2s . Should the electroweak symmetry breaking take place, the Weinberg
angle is given by
sin2 θw =
1
4 +
2g2
3g2s
. (8)
which is close to the observed value.
The main question is if the electroweak symmetry breaking takes place at the quan-
tum level through the Hosotani mechanism. The effective potential Veff for ΦI becomes
nontrivial even in the flat directions of the potential Vtree in (5). The minimum of Veff can
be at nontrivial values of ΦI , the symmetry breaking being induced and the Higgs fields
acquiring finite masses.
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It is sufficient to evaluate the effective potential for a configuration
√
2gR1Φ1 =
(
0
a
)
,
√
2gR2Φ2 =
(
0
b
)
, (9)
where a and b are phase variables with a period 2. Depending on the location of the global
minimum of Veff(a, b), the physical symmetry varies. To pin down the physical symmetry, it
is most convenient to move to a new gauge, in which 〈A′yI 〉 = 0, by a gauge transformation
Ω(~y ; a, b) = exp
{
i
( ay1
2R1
+
by2
2R2
)
λ6
}
. (10)
Then new parity matrices in (2) become
P ′0 =
(−1
−τ3
)
, P ′1 =
(−1
−eiπaτ1τ 3
)
, P ′2 =
(−1
−eiπbτ1τ 3
)
. (11)
As shown in [16], generators commuting with the new P ′i (i = 0, 1, 2) span the algebra of
the physical symmetry. The physical symmetry is given by

SU(2)L × U(1)Y for (a, b) = (0, 0),
U(1)EM × U(1)Z for (a, b) = (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1),
U(1)EM otherwise.
(12)
For generic values of (a, b), electroweak symmetry breaking takes place and the Weinberg
angle is given by (8).
The evaluation of the effective potential is reduced to finding contributions from a
Z2-doublet φ
t = (φ1, φ2).[13] When φ satisfies boundary conditions
φ(x,−~y) = τ3φ(x, ~y) , φ(x, ~y +~la) = e2πiγaτ2φ(x, ~y) , (13)
its mode expansion is given by
φ(x, ~y) =
1√
2π2R1R2 sin θ
∞∑
n,m=−∞
φnm(x)
(
cos cnm(~y)
sin cnm(~y)
)
cnm(~y) =
(n + γ1)y1
R1
+
(m+ γ2)y2
R2
. (14)
The Lagrangian density for φ, including the interaction with Wilson line phases αj , is given
by
L1 =
1
2
gjkDjφaDkφa , Djφa = ∂jφa −
αj
Rj
ǫabφb . (15)
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Inserting (14) into
∫
d2y
√
gL1, one obtains the spectrum of φnm(x) fields. From the spec-
trum the contribution of [φ1, φ2; (γ1, γ2), (α1, α2)] to the 1-loop effective potential is found
to be I[α1 + γ1, α2 + γ2; cos θ] where [17, 7]
I[α, β; cos θ] = − 1
16π9
{
∞∑
n=1
cos 2πnα
n6R61
+
∞∑
m=1
cos 2πmβ
m6R62
+
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
m=1
cos 2π(nα+mβ)
(n2R21 +m
2R22 + 2nmR1R2 cos θ)
3
+
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
m=1
cos 2π(nα−mβ)
(n2R21 +m
2R22 − 2nmR1R2 cos θ)3
}
. (16)
One unit of I represents contributions to the effective potential from two physical degrees
of freedom. Note that I[−α, β; cos θ] = I[α,−β; cos θ] = I[α, β;− cos θ].
Contributions from SU(3)w gauge fields to the effective potential Veff(a, b) in the back-
ground field gauge are given, for each degree of freedom, by V g+gheff = − i2tr lnDLDL(AyI ),
as both the Ricci tensors and background gauge field strengths vanish.[4] For ghost fields
the sign is reversed.
For each spacetime component of gauge fields in the tetrad frame we write B =∑8
a=1
1
2
Baλa. The four-dimensional components of gauge fields and ghost fields decom-
pose into the following Z2-doublets [φ1, φ2; (γ1.γ2), (α1.α2)];
[−1
2
(
√
3B3 +B8), B6; (0, 0), (0, 0)]
[B1, B5; (0, 0), (
1
2
a, 1
2
b)]
[B2, B4; (0, 0), (−12a,−12b)]
[−1
2
(B3 −
√
3B8), B7; (0, 0), (a, b)] . (17)
Similarly, the extra-dimensional components of gauge fields decompose into
[B6,−12(
√
3B3 +B8); (0, 0), (0, 0)]
[B5, B1; (0, 0), (−12a,−12b)]
[B4, B2; (0, 0), (
1
2
a, 1
2
b)]
[B7,−12(B3 −
√
3B8); (0, 0), (−a,−b)] . (18)
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Summing up all these contributions, one finds
Veff(a, b)
g+gh = 4I(0, 0) + 8I(1
2
a, 1
2
b) + 4I(a, b) . (19)
Here I(a, b) = I(a, b; cos θ).
To find contributions from fermions, one notes that the extra-dimensional part of the
Dirac operator is given by D¯ = iΓaea
jDj(AyI ) (a = 4, 5, j = y
j) where the tetrad satisfies
δabeajebk = gjk and Dj(AyI ) is a covariant derivative. As T
2 is flat, spin connections vanish.
To evaluate the effective potential Veff(a, b) at one loop, it is sufficient to know the spectrum
of D¯. As iΓ4Γ5ψ satisfies the same boundary condition (6) as ψ and iΓ4Γ5D¯ = −D¯iΓ4Γ5,
eigenvalues λ(a, b) of D¯ψ = λψ always appear in a pair (λ,−λ). The exception is for modes
with λ = 0 which give irrelevant constant contributions to Veff(a, b). Hence contributions
from fermions are summarized as +1
2
itr (D4 + D¯) = itr (D
2
4 + D¯
2).
As the tetrads are constant and the background Fy1y2 = 0, D¯
2 = −gjkDjDk. As in the
case of bosons, nontrivial contributions arise from Z2 doublets. From L1, for instance, one
has
[eL, ie˜L; (0, 0), (
1
2
a, 1
2
b)]
[eR,−ie˜R; (0, 0), (−12a,−12b)] . (20)
νL and ν˜R have no coupling to a and b. Similar results are obtained for Lj and Qj . D
c
j
does not couple to a and b. To summarize, three families of fermions give
Veff(a, b)
f = −3
{
14I(0, 0) + 16I(1
2
a, 1
2
b)
}
. (21)
Adding (19) and (21), one finds
Veff(a, b)
total = −40I(1
2
a, 1
2
b) + 4I(a, b) (22)
up to a constant.
Given R1, R2 and cos θ, the absolute minimum of Veff(a, b) is easily found. First note
that in the pure gauge theory Veff(a, b)
g+gh in (19) has the minimum at (a, b) = (0, 0), i.e.
SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry remains unbroken. In the presence of fermions the symmetry
is partly broken. For cos θ = 0, the minimum of Veff(a, b)
total in (22) is located at (a, b) =
(1, 1). See fig. 1(a). The symmetry breaks down to U(1)EM × U(1)Z . Z bosons remain
massless, which is not what is sought for.
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Figure 1: Veff(a, b) in (22) for R1 = R2. (a) cos θ = 0. (b) cos θ = 0.5.
Before presenting models with the electroweak symmetry breaking, we would like to
comment that the phase structure critically depends on the value of cos θ. For cos θ < 0.5,
the absolute minimum is located at (a, b) = (1, 1). At cos θ = 0.5 with R1 = R2, there
appear three degenerate minima at (a, b) = (1, 1), (0, 1), (1, 0). See fig. 1(b). Notice that
the barrier height VB separating the three minima is very small compared with the potential
height. For cos θ > 0.5, the absolute minima are given by (a, b) = (0, 1), (1, 0). Although
the physical symmetry in the model leading to Veff in (22) is U(1)EM ×U(1)Z for all values
of cos θ, the spectrum changes at cos θ = 0.5. There is a first-order phase transition there.
Models with the electroweak symmetry breaking are obtained by adding heavy fermions.
For each quark/lepton multiplet in (7), which has (η0η1, η0η2) = (1, 1) in (6), we intro-
duce three parity partners with (η0η1, η0η2) = (−1, 1), (1,−1), (−1,−1). Further we add
fermions in the adjoint representation with (η0η1, η0η2) = (−1, 1). The total effective po-
tential is, up to a constant,
Veff(a, b)
total = 8I(1
2
a, 1
2
b) + 4I(a, b)−NAd
{
8I(1
2
a + 1
2
, 1
2
b) + 4I(a+ 1
2
, b)
}
−16NF
{
I(1
2
a, 1
2
b) + I(1
2
a + 1
2
, 1
2
b) + I(1
2
a, 1
2
b+ 1
2
) + I(1
2
a + 1
2
, 1
2
b+ 1
2
)
}
. (23)
Here NAd and NF are the numbers of Weyl fermions in the adjoint representation and of
generation of quarks and leptons, respectively. Fermions with (η0η1, η0η2) 6= (1, 1) do not
have zero modes. For NF = 3 the spectrum at low energies is the same as in the minimal
model leading to (22).
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An interesting model is obtained for NAd = 1 and NF = 3. Veff with NAd = 1,
NF = 3, cos θ = 0 and R1 = R2 is displayed in fig. 2. The global minima are located
at (a, b) = (0,±0.269). The SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry breaks down to U(1)EM . At
cos θ = 0.1 the global minima move to (a, b) = (±0.013,±0.224). There is a critical value
for cos θ. At cos θ = 0.133 ≡ cos θc, the minima at (a, b) = (±0.0135,±0.158) become
degenerate with the minimum at (a, b) = (0, 0). For cos θ > cos θc, the point (a, b) = (0, 0)
is the global minimum and the symmetry remains unbroken. There is a first-order phase
transition at cos θc. We note that dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking takes place
for NAd = 0 and NF ≥ 7. For instance, the global minima of Veff for NAd = 0, NF = 9,
cos θ = 0, and R1 = R2 are located at a = ±b, a = ±0.320.
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
a
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
b
-20
-10
0
10Veff
Figure 2: Veff(a, b) in (23) with NAd = 1, NF = 3, cos θ = 0 and R1 = R2. The minimum
is located at (a, b) = (0,±0.269). Dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking takes place.
Let us examine the spectrum of gauge bosons and Higgs particles in the model NAd = 1,
NF = 3. The mass of W bosons is given by
m2W =
1
4 sin2 θ
(
a20
R21
+
b20
R22
− 2a0b0 cos θ
R1R2
)
. (24)
When R1 = R2 = R, mW = 0.135R
−1 and 0.112R−1 for cos θ = 0 and 0.1, respectively.
Here (a0, b0) denotes the location of the global minimum of Veff .
The mass of Z bosons is subtle. For cos θ < cos θc, only photons (A
EM
µ ) remain massless.
Let AYµ = A
Y1
µ , A
Y2
µ and A
Y3
µ be gauge fields associated with the weak hypercharge Y = Y1
and the other two U(1) charges Y2 and Y3. These three gauge fields are related to A
w(8)
µ and
10
the two gauge fields associated with U(1)s and U(1)w by an orthogonal transformation.
In particular Aw(8)µ =
∑3
j=1Ω1jA
Yj
µ where Ω ∈ SO(3) and
√
3Ω11 = tan θW . The (mass)
2
matrix in the basis (Aw(3)µ , A
Yj
µ ) is given, for cos θ = 0, by
K = K(0) +K(1)
=


0
0
m22
m23

+m
2
W


1 −√3Ω1k
−√3Ω1j 3Ω1jΩ1k

 . (25)
Here m2 and m3 are the masses of A
Y2
µ and A
Y3
µ acquired through the Green-Schwarz
mechanism. The second term K(1) arises from the 1
2
Tr (Fwµyj )
2 term with nonvanishing
〈Awyj 〉. We suppose that m22, m23 ≫ m2W .
One of the eigenstates of K is AEMµ which has an eigenvector ~vEM
t =
(cos θW ,− sin θW , 0, 0) with a vanishing eigenvalue. The Weinberg angle is given by (8).
The eigenvalue and eigenvector for a Z boson are found in a power series in m2W/m
2
j . One
finds
m2Z =
m2W
cos θ2W
{
1−
(
Ω212
m2W
m22
+ Ω213
m2W
m23
)}
. (26)
Due to the mixing with AY2µ and A
Y3
µ , the ρ parameter (= m
2
W/(m
2
Z cos
2 θW )) becomes
slightly bigger than 1 at the tree level. The correction remains small if the masses generated
by the Green-Schwarz mechanism are much larger than mW .
A prominent feature of the model is observed in the spectrum of the Higgs particles. In
the six-dimensional model there are two Higgs doublets, Φ1 and Φ2. With parametrization
Φj =
(
Hj
2−1/2(vj + φj + iχj)
)
(27)
where (v1, v2) = (a0/gR1, b0/gR2), the bilinear terms in Vtree are given by
Vtree =
g2
4sin2 θ
(H†1, H
†
2)
(
v22 −v1v2
−v1v2 v21
)(
H1
H2
)
+
g2
2sin2 θ
(χ1, χ2)
(
v22 −v1v2
−v1v2 v21
)(
χ1
χ2
)
. (28)
Among charged Higgs fields (H1, H2), there are two massless modes and two massive modes
with a mass g(v21 + v
2
2)
1/2/2 sin θ. Neutral CP-odd Higgs fields (χ1, χ2) decompose into one
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massless mode and one massive mode with a mass g(v21 + v
2
2)
1/2/ sin θ. The three massless
modes are absorbed by W and Z. For cos θ = 0 physical charged Higgs particles and
neutral CP-odd Higgs particle have masses mW and 2mW , respectively.
Neutral CP-even Higgs particles (φ1, φ2) are massless at the tree level, but do acquire
finite masses from V 1−loopeff . Noting that aj = aj0 + gRjφj, where (a1, a2) ≡ (a, b), in
Veff(a1, a2), the effective Lagrangian density for the zero modes of φj is
Leff = 1
2
gjk∂µφj∂
µφk − 1
2
Kjkφjφk ,
Kjk = g2RjRk
∂2Veff
∂aj∂ak
∣∣∣∣∣∣
min
. (29)
Hence the two eigenvalues of (mass)2 are 1
2
(A ±
√
A2 − 4B sin2 θ) where A = gjkKjk and
B = detK. In the case NAd = 1, NF = 3, and R1 = R2 = R in (23), one of the CP-even
Higgs particles is much heavier than the other. Let us denote the four-dimensional gauge
coupling by g24 = g
2/(2π2R2 sin θ). For cos θ = 0, the masses are given by (0.871, 3.26)×
√
αwmW where αw = g
2
4/4π. For cos θ = 0.1, they are (0.799, 4.01) ×
√
αwmW . In the
case NAd = 0, NF = 9 and cos θ = 0 in (23), the Higgs masses are given by (1.039, 1.174)×√
αwmW . In the current scheme the mass of the lightest Higgs particle comes out too low.
In the dynamical gauge-Higgs unification scheme in six dimensions, O(mW ) masses of
charged and CP-odd neutral Higgs fields are generated from the TrF 2y1y2 term, or Vtree(Φ)
in (5). Along the flat directions in Vtree, there appear light CP-even neutral Higgs fields.
Their masses squared are generated at the one loop level and therefore are suppressed by
a factor αw.
As for the masses of quarks and leptons, the current model yields a mass spectrum
which is independent of the generations, and therefore is not realistic. As pointed out
in ref. [18], each fermion multiplet can acquire a mass from Z2-twists in the boundary
conditions on T 2. By combining this with the VEV of Φj , it may be possible to produce
hierarchy in the mass spectrum.
In this paper we have examined the U(3) × U(3) model of Antoniadis et al. to find
that the electroweak symmetry breaking dynamically takes place through the Hosotani
mechanism, provided additional heavy fermions are added. Higgs fields are unified with
gauge fields. There appear both neutral and charged Higgs particles at the weak scale.
The Weinberg angle comes out about the observed value.
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Although it is very encouraging that dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking is im-
plemented in the scheme of the gauge-Higgs unification, there remain several issues to be
addressed. First, the Kaluza-Klein mass scale (1/R) turns out to be about 10mW , which
is too small. This is a general feature of the models constructed on flat space. The effec-
tive potential is minimized at O(1) values of the Wilson line phases (Higgs fields). The
Higgsless model on the Randall-Sundrum background[19] and the Hosotani mechanism on
the warped spacetime[20] may have a hint for the resolution of this problem. Secondly, the
fermion mass spectrum in the model does not distinguish one generation from the others.
One of the roles of the Higgs doublets in the Weinberg-Salam theory is to give fermions
masses. As the Higgs fields become a part of gauge fields in the gauge-Higgs unification sce-
nario, additional sources for fermion masses need to be introduced. Thirdly the dynamical
gauge-Higgs unification scheme generically yields light Higgs particles which may conflict
with experimental data. Fourthly it is desirable to extend the model to supersymmetric
cases where the Scherk-Schwarz SUSY breaking can induce gauge symmetry breaking.[21]
Further, in six dimensions one can introduce bare fermion mass terms as well whose quan-
tum effect on gauge symmetry breaking is of great interest.[22] We hope to come back to
these issues in separate publications.
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